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The following facts will prove useful. Let m be the exponent of G; i.e., m is the least common multiple of the orders of the elements of G. If nlt n2, ■■■ ,n, are the degrees of the nonequivalent absolutely irreducible representations of G, and if K is a field whose characteristic does not divide the order of G such that the equation xm -1 = 0 splits over K, then (1) K(G) S Mni 0 M"2 © ... © Mnt ,
where M". = Mni(K) denotes the algebra of n¡ x n¡ matrices over K. (See [4; 6] .) The number of conjugate classes in G is equal to t. Precisely |G:G'| of the n¡ are equal to 1. Each nf divides the index of every normal Abelian subgroup of G [8] .
n\ + n\ + ... + nf = \G\.
1. Let n be the order of G, and let the characteristic of F be 0 or a prime not dividing n. This assumption is made throughout this paper. Lemma 1.1. Let N be a normal subgroup of G, and let 3C(N) denote the ideal of F(G) generated by the elements x -1, x e N. Then
F(G) £ F(G/N) © -SP(JV).
Proof. Let q be the order of JV and let e = \jq T.xeN x. If {1 =yu y2, •■-, yk) is a complete set of representatives of G modulo N, then the set {e, ey2, ..., eyk} is a basis for the ideal (e) in F(G) generated by e. This set forms a multiplicative group that is isomorphic with G/N. Hence (e) s F(G¡N).
F(G) = (e) © A,where A = {xeF(G): xe = 0}. Clearly ¿f(N) ^ A. Since A has dimension n -k = qk -k, and since the (q -l)fe = qk -k elements (x -l)y¡, x # 1, xeJV, i = 1,2,..., fe, form a linearly independent subset of £C(N), it follows that A =áf(N). This completes the proof. Lemma 1.2. Let I be an ideal of F(G). Then the residue class algebra F(G)II is commutative if and only if I ^.SC(G').
Proof(2). If S is a set of generators of a subgroup N, then it is easily seen that Sf(N)is generated by the elements x -1, xeS. Hence / ^if(G') if and only if ghg'1^1 -lei for all g,heG; i.e., if and only if (ghg~lhTl -\)hg -= gh -hg el for all g,h e G. Theorem 1.1. F(G)^F(H)ifandonly if F(GIG')^F(HIH')andSC(G')^Sf(H').
Proof. Immediate from the lemmas. Corollary 1.1. If F is the field of rational numbers, then F(G) s F(H) if and only ifä?(G') S ¿e(H') and G¡G' s H/H'.
(2) This proof was suggested by Dr. Norman Ailing. It is simpler and more general (it holds for modular F(G)) than the one originally intended.
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 1.1 and the fact that two Abelian groups have isomorphic group algebras over the rational numbers if and only if the groups are isomorphic [9] .
The following result was proved for Abelian groups in [9] . Proof. The sufficiency of the condition is immediate from the fact that
Necessity is proved for r = 2, the induction step being clear. Hence rt = r* and r2 = r2, and F¡ s F¡* /¡Cf = X* in some order. It now suffices to show that -S?(G,) and ¿íf(H¡) are isomorphic for i = 1,2. Denote the four direct summands of (3) by Xu X2, X3, and X4, respectively, and those of (4) by X*, X2, X*, and X*, respectively. By the above, Xj s X*.
Moreover, if ß is any isomorphism of F(G) onto FiH), then X¡ = Xf, i = 1,2, 3,4.
For the orders kt and fc2 of Gi and G2, #! and H2 are relatively prime; and if E is an appropriate extension of F, then X2ß and X* , X3£ and X* , X4 and X* are respectively direct sums of total matric algebras over E of degrees properly dividing k2, properly dividing kt, and with factors properly dividing both kt and k2. See (1) .
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[October Let Bi be of minimal dimension over F among the F¡ ® Bjt i -0,1.r1 ; ; = 1,2,..., s2. Since F0 = F, we have that 2^ = ßt for some B¡ among the simple direct summands of 3?(G'2). Since X2 £ A*, the dimension of B¡ is also minimal among the components Ff ® B* of A*-Thus Bt s 5f for some component Ë* of X* which, being of minimal dimension among the Ff ® B* is, as before, some simple direct summand of ^(H2). Put 5f = B\. Then F; ® B{ ^'Ff ® J3? for each i = 0,1,..., rt.
Let 52 be of minimal dimension among the F¡ ® B¡, j # 1. As before, B2 = B2 for some component B2 of ^C(G2) ; and ß2 is isomorphic with some component
B\ of &(H'2).
Repeating this argument, we have that SC(G'2) and ^C(H'2) are isomorphic. Similarly JSf(G[) s ^(ií'j). This completes the proof.
A nilpotent group is the direct product of its Sylow subgroups. Hence we have immediately 
F(G) S F(H) if and only if F(G¡G') £ F(H/H') and the centers of F(G) and
F(H) are isomorphic over F.
Proof. The necessity of the conditions is clear.
Sufficiency: F(G) S F(G¡G') © &(G'). Let
where D¡ is a division algebra over F and Mfc( = MkiiF). Since G satisfies property ip), each fcj divides p. Since p is prime, each k¡ is either 1 or p. Suppose kt =1 for some i. Then D¡ is itself a simple direct summand of F(G), so that D¡ = { UgeG ag PÍ9) '• a9eF}, where p is some irreducible representation of G over F. According to Herstein [7] a multiplicative subgroup of order p" ip # 2) in a division ring is cyclic. Thus D¡ is commutative. This contradicts Lemma 1.2.
Hence k¡ = p for each i = 1,2,..., r.
Let K be an extension field of F satisfying (1) for G. Since G satisfies property (p), each (D¡ ® MP)K = Z>¡x ® MP(K) is the direct sum of total matric algebras over K of degree p. Thus D¡ is a field, and the center Z of F(G) has the structure Z S F(GIG') ®Dt@D2® ... © LL.
Since kt = p for each i, the algebras appearing in this direct sum completely determine FiG). This completes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 2.1 fails for p = 2. For the quaternion and dihedral groups of order 8 satisfy the two conditions over the real number field, but their group algebras are not isomorphic over the reals. These groups do have isomorphic algebras over the complex number field, however. The theorem is trivially true if F is algebraically closed, even for p = 2.
3. Let R denote the real number field and C the complex number field. If R(G) £ R(H), then C(G) s C(H). We have seen above that the converse is false. However, the following does hold. 
RiG) s R(H).
Proof. Let \G\ = \H\ = n. Since n is odd, we have R(G¡G') £ R@C®C®...@C.
(See [9] .) C is considered as an algebra over R and occurs i(|G:G'j -1) times as a direct summand. Thus 2m divides n, contrary to hypothesis. Hence D s C.
-Sf(G') in C(G) therefore completely determines -£?(G') in Ä(G). This completes the proof.
Thus if G is of odd order with absolutely irreducible representations of degrees 1, n2 = «3, nA = n5,..., «t_j = n" then
Let ß denote the rational number field and I the ring of integers. Let 1(G) denote the integral group ring of G; i.e., 1(G) is the subring { 2Za¡g¡ :a¡el, 9ieG} of 6(G)-S. D. Berman [3] has given conditions that are necessary if 1(G) and 7(H) are isomorphic rings, hence /-modules, since these are unitary modules. The following result of his will be used to give other necessary conditions. Lemma (Berman [1] ). Let x = Za^e 1(G); let x* = T,a¡g^1. If xx* = x*x and if xk = + 1 for some positive integer k, then x = + g for some g eG. It is easily verified that a is a multiplicative isomorphism of H into 1(H). Thus Zj s Z? = Zf^ Zf, so that G and H have isomorphic centers. Hence condition 1 holds for i = 1. Note that if fc is odd, then Z\ = Zf for any isomorphism ß of 7(G) onto 1(H).
Extend a to an automorphism oí 1(H) and define ti = /fa-1. Then ?r is an iso-morphism of 1(G) onto 1(H) such that Z* = Z* Let e= EzeZl z and e* = EreZ*zThen e* = e*, so that (e) s (e*). Thus /(G/ZJ s {u/fc :ue(e)} s {»/* : » e (e*)} S /(/f/Zi).
This proves condition 2 for / = 1.
Proceeding inductively, assume i > 1 and that (1) and (2) 
Berman [2]
gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the ordinary group algebras of two p-groups (p # 2) to have isomorphic centers. The following well-known groups Gt and G2 satisfy this condition for every field of characteristic 7e 3.
G¡ (i = 1,2) is generated by elements a, b, c with defining relations: a9 = b3 = 1, c3 = a3', b~lab=a4, c~lac = ab, be = cb. Idl = |G2| = 81. GJG'i = G2/G2. Hence, by Theorem 2.1, F(Gi) and F(G2)
are isomorphic for any field of characteristic # 3. The author does not know whether this is the case if F has characteristic 3. Thus there is no field F such that F(G) completely determines G for all groups G. There are, however, certain classes # of groups such that for some field F:
CHetf and FiG) £ F(H) imply G £ H. This is the case, for example, if # is the class of all Abelian groups and F is the rational number field. In the following paragraph this situation is again illustrated.
Let G(m,n,r) be the group of order mn with generators a and b with defining relations:
an' = b" = l) b~1ab = ar, (rn-n,m) = l, r" = 1 (mod m).
These are precisely those groups whose Sylow subgroups are all cyclic. (See, for example, [6] .) Note that the commutator subgroup of G(m,n,r) is the subgroup generated by a, hence it has index n. Thus if G(m,n,r) and G(m',n',r') have
